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ABSTRACT

Background: Vital signs are usually recorded once every 8 h in patients at the hospital ward. Early signs of deterioration may therefore be missed. Wireless sensors have been developed that may capture patient deterioration earlier. The objective of this study was to determine whether two wearable patch sensors (SensiumVitals [Sensium Healthcare Ltd., United Kingdom] and HealthPatch [VitalConnect, USA]), a bed-based system (EarlySense [EarlySense Ltd., Israel]), and a patient-worn monitor (Masimo Radius-7 [Masimo Corporation, USA]) can reliably measure heart rate (HR) and respiratory rate (RR) continuously in patients recovering from major surgery.

Methods: In an observational method comparison study, HR and RR of high-risk surgical patients admitted to a step-down unit were simultaneously recorded with the devices under test and compared with an intensive care unit–grade monitoring system (XPREZZON [Spacelabs Healthcare, USA]) until transition to the ward. Outcome measures were 95% limits of agreement and bias. Clarke Error Grid analysis was performed to assess the ability to assist with correct treatment decisions. In addition, data loss and duration of data gaps were analyzed.

Results: Twenty-five high-risk surgical patients were included. More than 700 h of data were available for analysis. For RR, bias and limits of agreement were 1.0 (−6.3, 8.4), 1.3 (−0.5, 3.3), −1.4 (−5.1, 2.3), and −0.4 (−4.0, 3.1) for SensiumVitals, HealthPatch, EarlySense, and Masimo, respectively. For RR, these values were −0.8 (−7.4, 5.6), 0.4 (−3.9, 4.7), and 0.2 (−4.7, 4.4), respectively. HealthPatch overestimated RR, with a bias of 4.4 limits (−4.4 to 13.3) breaths/minute. Data loss from wireless transmission varied from 13% (83 of 633 h) to 34% (122 of 360 h) for RR and 6% (47 of 727 h) to 27% (182 of 664 h) for HR.

Conclusions: All sensors were highly accurate for HR. For RR, the EarlySense, SensiumVitals sensor, and Masimo Radius-7 were reasonably accurate for RR. The accuracy for the HealthPatch sensor was outside acceptable limits. Trend monitoring with wearable sensors could be valuable to timely detect patient deterioration.

EDITOR’S PERSPECTIVE

What We Already Know about This Topic

• Changes in vital signs are an important indicator of physiological decline and hence provide opportunities for early recognition and intervention; however, in the hospital ward, vital signs are usually measured intermittently. In between such spot checks, early signs of deterioration may be missed.

• Several “wearable” and wireless sensors have been developed that may capture the patient deterioration earlier.

What This Article Tells Us That Is New

• In high-risk surgical patients admitted to a step-down unit, heart rate was accurately measured by the two wearable patch sensors (SensiumVitals [Sensium Healthcare Ltd., United Kingdom] and HealthPatch [VitalConnect, USA]) and by the bed-based contactless mattress sensor (EarlySense [EarlySense Ltd., Israel]) and by the patient-worn monitor (Masimo Radius-7 [Masimo Corporation, USA]). The highest precision for heart rate was seen with the HealthPatch sensor.

• For respiratory rate, the accuracies of the Masimo Radius-7, EarlySense, and SensiumVitals were within a predefined acceptable range, while the HealthPatch overestimated respiratory rate.

Changes in vital signs are an important indicator of physiologic decline and hence provide opportunities for early recognition and intervention. However, in current hospital practice, nurses and physicians rely on intermittent vital signs “spot checks,” typically once every 8-h shift. As a result, early signs of deterioration may be missed, especially at night when deterioration may progress unnoticed until the next morning.5,6 Furthermore, compliance from nurses to vital signs monitoring protocols is often poor, in particular measurements of respiration rate,7,8 resulting in incomplete sets of vital signs that may limit detection of physiologic abnormalities.9,10 As a result, patients can deteriorate unnoticed, potentially leading to
Attempts to improve recognition of patients at risk with the implementation of rapid response teams have shown mixed results.\textsuperscript{14,15} Successful implementation of a rapid response team critically depends on timely identification of patients at risk ("afferent limb").\textsuperscript{16,17} With the current low monitoring frequency, failure-to-rescue events continue to occur, and improvements in terms of patient outcome may require improved recognition of deterioration.\textsuperscript{13,17,18}

Especially in "low care" environments such as surgical wards, continuous remote monitoring could contribute to earlier recognition of the deteriorating patient.\textsuperscript{16,19} Several wearable wireless devices intended for vital signs monitoring recently became available.\textsuperscript{16} These devices allow the patient to move freely without the inconvenience of physical attachment to a patient monitor. Such technology combined with appropriate remote monitoring facilities could even allow patients to recover at home by allowing safe discharge earlier after surgery.\textsuperscript{20,21}

Current wearable sensors are capable of recording heart rate (HR), respiration rate, temperature, and movement. Although some wearable sensors have now obtained approval for medical use, uptake within health care has been minimal. One reason could be that the validity and reliability have not been studied in relevant clinical environments. Several studies demonstrated the feasibility of wireless monitoring in clinical practice, but comparison with intermittent nurse readings cannot validate the continuous performance of wearable sensors.\textsuperscript{22–24} Moreover, these sensors are intended to monitor vital sign trends and as such are not designed to deliver “spot” readings to replace nurse observations. Most accuracy studies of continuous vital signs sensors were obtained under controlled laboratory conditions and for short time periods in volunteers or patients at low risk for developing complications.\textsuperscript{22,25,26} Therefore, we cannot translate these findings to high-risk patients at risk for developing vital instability.

We recently studied the potential of a wireless patch sensor for monitoring actual high-risk patients and compared the results with an intensive care unit–grade monitoring system.\textsuperscript{27} We hypothesize that wireless sensors can monitor HR and respiratory rate (RR) reliably when compared to a traditional “wired” reference standard. However, it is unknown how performance differs and how well they perform against a typical intensive care unit–grade patient monitor. Therefore, the objective of this study is to determine whether four systems with different sensing principles can reliably measure HR and RR continuously in high-risk surgical patients.

Materials and Methods

Study Design and Setting

We performed an observational methods comparison study in which high-risk surgical patients were continuously monitored with two wearable patch sensors (SensiumVitals [Sensium Healthcare Ltd., United Kingdom] and HealthPatch [VitalConnect, USA]), a bed-based mattress sensor (EarlySense [EarlySense Ltd., Israel]) and a patient-worn monitor (Masimo Radius-7 [Masimo Corporation, USA]) simultaneously during the initial days of recovery at a surgical step-down unit until transition to the traumatology or surgical oncology ward of the University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands. An overview of the measurement setup can be seen in figure 1. Formal approval for this study was obtained from the Medical Research Ethics Committee of University Medical Center Utrecht (No. 16/062).
Study Population

Patients were recruited at the preoperative screening clinic before surgery or upon admission to the step-down unit. The inclusion criterion was patients from the surgical traumatology or surgical oncology specialty. These patients were considered for enrollment since they represent a high-risk subset of surgical patients that is more prone to deterioration compared to patients on the general ward. Exclusion criteria were patients with bacterial infections requiring barrier nursing, an allergy to skin adhesives, wound or skin lesion near the application site, or patients with a pacemaker or implantable cardioverter defibrillator. After written informed consent was obtained from the patient, the study personnel had access to the system to check its functionality. Study personnel had access to the system to check its functionality.

The patch sensor is applied to the patient’s chest by means of two conventional electrocardiogram electrodes and measures vital signs continuously (transmitted once every 2 min) up to 5 days. Although the patch also has a sensor to measure auxiliary temperature, in this study we only assessed the accuracy and reliability of HR and RR. The sensor internally records HR and RR in a sequential fashion. Every 2 min, a 30-s segment of electrocardiogram, followed by a 60-s segment of the respiratory signal, is recorded and analyzed. The 30-s period of electrocardiogram is recorded and processed to calculate the average HR, by analyzing a single-lead electrocardiogram, which is preprocessed first to filter the raw electrocardiogram signal to minimize noise due to, e.g., motion artifacts. The sensor’s embedded algorithm rejects the HR signal if it is invalid due to excessive contamination by noise. RR is recorded by impedance pneumography that measures the small impedance changes across the chest as the lungs contract and expand during breathing. The embedded algorithm excludes segments that are corrupted by motion artifacts or other irregular patterns from the calculation of RR values. The manufacturer states an accuracy of ± 2 beats/min, in the range of 30 to 210 beats for HR. The stated accuracy of RR is ± 2 breaths/min, in the range of 5 to 62 breaths/min.

EarlySense System (No. 3, Contactless Mattress Sensor). The EarlySense system is a contactless piezoelectric sensor that is placed under the patient’s mattress. It connects to an EarlySense bedside monitor that displays HR, RR, and body motion with an update time of 60 s as long as the patient remains in bed. The averaging time to calculate RR is 10 beats, and RR is calculated during a segment of 5 breaths. In this study, the EarlySense monitor display was hidden from care professionals. The piezoelectric sensor detects ballistic vibrations of body movements, chest wall movement from respiration, and cardio ballistic movements, which are associated with ejection of blood with each heart cycle. The EarlySense system was previously shown to measure HR and RR accurately in patients in intensive care unit settings. The manufacturer states an accuracy of ± 5 beats/min or 4% (whichever is greater) in the range of 30 to 170 beats for HR. The stated accuracy of RR is ± 1.5 breaths/min, or 4% (whichever is greater), in the range of 6 to 45 breaths/min.

Masimo Radius-7 (No. 4, Patient-Worn Pulse Oximeter and RR Monitor). Masimo Radius-7 is a patient-worn monitor connected to a pulse oximeter probe attached to the finger for pulse rate and oxygen saturation monitoring and a novel acoustic adhesive sensor applied in the neck (RRa; Masimo Corporation) for RR monitoring. This acoustic sensor detects upper airway sounds during inhalation and exhalation. Signal processing algorithms convert these acoustic...
patterns into breathing cycles to calculate RR, whereby it distinguishes breathing patterns from other background noise such as talking, coughing, or snoring. The device (a rechargeable module with display) is worn on the upper arm and wirelessly connects via Bluetooth to the base monitor (Masimo “Root” platform) at the patient’s bedside. The sensor records HR during a 30-s epoch and RR during a 60-s segment. These vital signs are updated every second, but stored once per 2 s. With a 12-h battery life, the battery modules must be “swapped” with a freshly charged device once every nurse shift. For this study, alarms were deactivated and the monitor’s display was hidden from care professionals. Ramsay et al. reported high accuracy for RR values of the acoustic monitor when compared with capnography in a study of 33 surgical patients at the postanesthesia care unit.31 Another study reported that acoustic monitoring of RR was more accurate when compared with impedance pneumography and frequency-modulated continuous wave radar.32 The manufacturer states an accuracy of ± 3 beats/min (in patients at rest) or ± 5 beats/min (during motion) in the range of 25 to 240 beats for pulse rate. The stated accuracy of RR is ± 1 breath/minute in the range of 4 to 70 breaths/min.

**Description of the Bedside Routine Standard.** HR and RR of patients were continuously monitored with all four systems as described and simultaneously with a multiparameter bedside monitoring system designed for use in intensive care units and operating rooms (XPRESSON [Spacelabs Healthcare, USA]), which served as reference monitor. This reference uses electrocardiogram for HR detection and measures RR by thoracic impedance pneumography. An electrocardiogram epoch of 8 beats is used to calculate HR and it measures RR during a period of 4 breaths. Vital signs are updated every second, but stored once per minute. This reference standard reports an accuracy of ± 3 beats/min or ± 1% (whichever is greater) in the range of 15 to 300 for HR. The reported accuracy of RR is ± 1 breath/minute or ± 5% (whichever is greater), in the range of 0 to 200.

**Signal Analysis**

Data of the four wireless sensors and the reference system were retrieved in comma-separated values and JavaScript object notation formats and stored in a dedicated local research database. Data were processed using MATLAB (MathWorks, USA). Data reports from the reference monitor contained vital signs data sampled once per minute (i.e., one measurement was saved and transmitted every minute). The wireless sensors use different averaging times for HR and RR and send out their data at different update rates. To produce data pairs of the reference standard with each of the wireless sensors for comparison, the update frequency was resampled. Consequently, data of the HealthPatch and data of the Masimo Radius-7 were downsampled to once per minute, which means that one sample per minute of each sensor was retained corresponding to the nearest time point of the reference monitor. To produce paired data points with SensiumVitals (transmitted once every 2 min), data of the reference standard needed to be downsampled from once every minute to once per 2 min. The update frequency of EarlySense was unchanged at 1 min.

To ensure alignment between time series, a synchronization method was used based on cross-correlation to estimate the time shift of each index sensor with the reference sensor in order to calculate the number of samples each device needed to be delayed or forwarded in time. This was based on the assumption both signals (e.g., HR from the index and reference sensor) were similar in shape, but with different time stamps. After synchronization, a “moving” median filter with a window of 15 min was applied to eliminate movement artifacts.

**Outcomes**

The primary outcome measure was HR and RR of all wireless sensors as compared with the reference standard. We considered HR and RR to be acceptable for clinical purposes if within ± 10% of the reference standard or ± 5 beats/min or ± 3 breaths/min. A secondary outcome measure was the Clarke Error Grid analysis to quantify the clinical accuracy of HR and RR as compared with the reference standard. The Clarke Error Grid breaks down a scatterplot of the reference standard and the devices under test in regions A (values within 20% of the reference standard) up to and including region E (values that would lead to reverse treatment decisions of, e.g., bradycardia and tachycardia). The regions were defined based on the cutoff boundaries of the Modified Early Warning Score.33 Another secondary outcome measure was the technical performance of each wireless sensor, which was evaluated by the proportion of total amount of data loss and maximum duration of data loss, defined as gap durations with a maximum length of 5 min, 15 min, 1 h, or 4 h or longer.

**Statistical Analysis**

No formal rules for power calculations can be found in literature regarding methods comparison studies where multiple sequential measurements are performed per patient. Therefore, we performed no formal power calculations before the study. The sample size was pragmatically based on our desire to at least include 15 adverse events, which would allow us to extend validation of the measured sensor values well into the abnormal physiology range.

The data pairs of HR and RR measurements derived from the wireless sensors and the reference sensor were analyzed using the Bland and Altman method for repeated measurements34 and using mixed effects models as suggested by Myles and Cui.35 The Bland and Altman method was used to account for within-subject variation by correcting for the differences across patients and the variance of differences between the average differences. The bias (mean difference) between the index sensors and reference monitor and the
95% limits of agreement (± 1.96 SD) were determined for both HR and RR data. Furthermore, we calculated the limits of agreement by using a mixed effects model that involves using time as random effect and a random intercept per subject while adjusting for the mean of each subject over time and the mean measurement between each wireless sensor and reference monitor for each measurement occasion. To apply this mixed effects model, we checked that the variance of the repeated measurements for each patient was independent of the mean of the repeated measurements. This random effect model of Myles was suggested as modification for handling repeated measurements.35

In addition, a Clarke Error Grid analysis was conducted to specify clinical accuracy of the wireless sensors against the reference standard and to study the potential consequences for treatment decisions.36 This was expressed as the percentage of data representing adequate and inadequate treatment decisions. Technical performance was analyzed by the duration of data loss and the total amount of data loss. Duration of data loss with a maximum length of 4 min, 15 min, 60 min or longer than 4 h was identified to evaluate the potential of wireless monitoring. The analyses were conducted using MATLAB version 2017b.

To evaluate the trending ability of HR and RR of the wireless sensors, we created four-quadrant plots and calculated the concordance rate for each of the wireless sensors using an exclusion zone of 1 beat/min for HR and 1 breath/min for RR.37

Results

From February to September 2017, a total of 31 high-risk surgical patients entered the study, of whom 25 were monitored on the step-down unit. The other six patients were only monitored at the surgical ward, because they were immediately transferred from the intensive care unit to the ward and bypassed the step-down unit, or the time to conduct measurements at the step-down unit was too short. In total, 720 h of vital signs monitoring on the step-down unit with all wireless sensors attached were available, with a median duration of 19 h per patient (minimum, 21 min; maximum, 111 h). Three patients were not monitored with the HealthPatch sensor, due to shortage of these sensors. Table 1 summarizes patient characteristics.

Table 2 shows bias and precision (95% limits of agreement) from comparisons between the four wireless sensors and the reference standard after applying a “moving” median filter of 15 min. Bias and the 95% limits of agreement derived from the mixed effects models for HR of the SensiumVitals, HealthPatch, EarlySense, and Masimo Radius-7 were all within the predefined acceptable range. The 95% limits of agreement as calculated with the Bland–Altman method showed wider limits of agreement for all sensors. The HealthPatch showed the narrowest limits of agreement as calculated with the Bland–Altman method and showed wider limits of agreement for all sensors. The HealthPatch showed the narrowest limits of agreement, as can be seen in the Bland and Altman plots of figure 2A–D, with limits of agreement from the Bland–Altman method in black and from the mixed effects models in red.

Although HR derived with the Masimo Radius-7 sensor was accurate for sinus rhythm, substantial variability of HR of the Masimo Radius-7 sensor was observed during episodes of atrial fibrillation in five patients.
The mean difference and limits of agreement derived from the mixed effects models for RR of the SensiumVitals, EarlySense, and Masimo Radius-7 were all within the predefined accepted range as shown in Table 2. The HealthPatch overestimated RR, with a mean difference of 4.4 breaths/min and with wide levels of agreement of -4.4 to 13.3 breaths/min. The 95% limits of agreement calculated from the Bland and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Pairs</th>
<th>No. of Patients</th>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>Lower 95% LoA BA</th>
<th>Upper 95% LoA BA</th>
<th>Lower 95% LoA MEM</th>
<th>Upper 95% LoA MEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SensiumVitals</td>
<td>16,917</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-14.6</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HealthPatch</td>
<td>29,619</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EarlySense</td>
<td>29,470</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>-13.2</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>-5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masimo</td>
<td>34,992</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-11.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SensiumVitals</td>
<td>17,595</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-8.5</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>-7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HealthPatch</td>
<td>29,135</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>-5.8</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EarlySense</td>
<td>27,921</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>-3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masimo</td>
<td>33,032</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-6.6</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>-4.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BA, Bland–Altman method; LoA, limits of agreement; MEM, mixed effects model.

**Fig. 2.** Bland and Altman plots of heart rate for Masimo Radius-7 (A), SensiumVitals (B), EarlySense (C), and HealthPatch (D). Limits of agreement from the Bland–Altman method in black, and from mixed effects models in red.
Altman method showed wider limits of agreement for all sensors. EarlySense showed the narrowest limits of agreement for RR. Figure 3A–D illustrates the Bland and Altman plots.

Clinical Accuracy of the Wireless Sensors

The Clarke Error Grid analyses of HR and RR of each wireless sensor are plotted in figure 4A–D and figure 5A–D. The percentage of data pairs in the regions A to E are shown in table 3. Region A or B, respectively, indicates within 20% of the reference standard or outside 20% of the reference but not leading to unnecessary or wrong treatment. These results show that adequate treatment decisions regarding changes in HR (zone A or B) would have been taken in 99.4%, 100%, 99.5%, and 99.5% with the SensiumVitals, HealthPatch, EarlySense, and Masimo Radius-7, respectively. None of the HealthPatch HR measurements and only a very few (0.5% or fewer) of the HR measurements of Masimo Radius-7, EarlySense, and SensiumVitals were within regions C, D, or E, suggesting that very few measurements would lead to failure to treat, unnecessary treatment, or confusion between bradycardia and tachycardia.

For RR, adequate treatment decisions would have been 92.7%, 77.3%, 96.6%, and 96.3% with the SensiumVitals, HealthPatch, EarlySense, and Masimo Radius-7, respectively. A number of RR measurements (greater than 10%) of the HealthPatch sensor were within regions C, D, or E, indicating a potentially dangerous failure to apply the right treatment.

Four-quadrant plots showing the trending ability of Δ HR and Δ RR (i.e., difference between consecutively obtained RR and HR values) for both the wearable sensors and reference standard are shown in a density plot that can be found in appendix 1 and appendix 2.

Technical Performance

Data loss of HR measurements was 12.9% (83 of 633 h), 12.3% (79 of 640 h), 27.5% (182 of 664 h), and 6.5% (47

Fig. 3. Bland and Altman plots of respiratory rate for Masimo Radius-7 (A), SensiumVitals (B), EarlySense (C), and HealthPatch (D). Limits of agreement from the Bland–Altman method in black, and from mixed effects models in red.
of 727 h) for SensiumVitals, HealthPatch, EarlySense, and Masimo Radius-7, respectively. In addition, available HR data from the reference standard were not continuously available, either (data loss of 154 of 727 h; 21.2%). For RR, data loss was 34.0% (122 of 359 h), 13.1% (83 of 633 h), 37.9% (250 of 659 h), and 12.8% (92 of 720 h) for SensiumVitals, HealthPatch, EarlySense, and Masimo Radius-7, respectively. From the reference standard, data loss of RR measurements was 20.6% (148 of 720 h). An overview of overall data loss is shown in Table 4. Figure 6 shows the percentage of epochs without data divided over gaps of data loss with a maximum length of 5 min, 15 min, 1 h, 4 h, or longer than 4 h. More than 90% of the gap durations were not longer than 15 min for both HR and RR, with the majority of gaps less than 5 min. However, for HealthPatch 84% of the gaps of HR data were below 15 min, and for Masimo Radius-7 89% of the gaps for RR were under 15 min.

**Discussion**

We studied the performance of two wearable patch sensors, a patient-worn monitor, and a contactless mattress

![Fig. 4. Clarke Error Grid analysis to quantify clinical accuracy of the heart rate measurements with the Masimo Radius-7 (A), SensiumVitals (B), EarlySense (C), and HealthPatch (D) as compared with the reference standard. The colored dots are measurement pairs each superimposed on the Error Grid boundaries, where the color intensity is proportional to the number of observations. Region A encloses points within 20% of the reference monitor; region B contains points outside 20% of the reference, but not leading to unnecessary treatment. Region C contains points leading to unnecessary treatment, region D indicates a potentially dangerous failure to detect bradycardia or tachycardia, and region E represents points where events are confused (e.g., bradycardia with tachycardia).](http://pubs.asahq.org/anesthesiology/article-pdf/132/3/424/462227/20200300_0-00015.pdf)
sensor to measure HR and RR continuously in high-risk surgical patients. The results show that these sensors can accurately measure HR, with the highest precision for the HealthPatch sensor. For RR, the accuracies of Masimo Radius-7, EarlySense, and SensiumVitals were within our predefined acceptable range. In contrast, the HealthPatch tended to overestimate RR. Furthermore, clinical accuracy of all sensors for HR was nearly 100%. EarlySense had the lowest percentage of RR measurements in regions D (failure to detect bradypnea/tachypnea) and E (opposite treatment). The wireless systems provided data more than 62% of time for RR and more than 73% of time for HR. Surprisingly, the wired reference system provided data only 79% of time for both HR and RR, which is lower than most wireless sensor systems. One possible explanation is pull on electrocardiogram electrodes from patient movement. Available HR and RR data were lowest for the bed-based EarlySense, since there are no data when the patient is not in bed, for instance during mobilization.

We recently reported on the accuracy of HealthPatch, but including a wider range of wearable wireless sensors in this study provided a fuller understanding of the

Fig. 5. Clarke Error Grid analysis to quantify clinical accuracy of the respiratory rate measurements with the Masimo Radius-7 (A), SensiumVitals (B), EarlySense (C), and HealthPatch (D) as compared with the reference standard. The colored dots are measurement pairs each superimposed on the Error Grid boundaries, where the color intensity is proportional to the number of observations. Region A encloses points within 20% of the reference monitor; region B contains points outside 20% of the reference, but not leading to unnecessary treatment. Region C contains points leading to unnecessary treatment, region D indicates a potentially dangerous failure to detect bradypnea or tachypnea, and region E represents points where events are confused (e.g., bradypnea with tachypnea).
differences in reliability. Until now, most accuracy studies were obtained under laboratory conditions, or with low-risk patients for a limited time.22,25,26,28 Comparison of RR from Masimo Radius–7 and capnography showed high accuracy at the postanesthesia care unit. Two recent studies reported high accuracy for Masimo Radius–7 RR when compared with capnography and impedance pneumography.31,32 The EarlySense system can track HR and RR accurately in intensive care unit patients,29 although data were obtained during supervised conditions. Other studies used nurse-recorded vital signs observations as reference method. Granholm et al.23 mentioned an unacceptable lack of agreement between SensiumVitals and nurse readings, while Weenk et al.23 reported that HealthPatch recordings were in agreement with nurse measurements. Although such studies hint at the potential of wireless monitoring in clinical practice, comparison with nurse observations cannot reliably indicate (continuous) performance of wearable sensors. First, nurses have digit preferences for RR readings, and their approximations deviate from the actual RR.38,39 Second, nurse readings were evaluated against “spot” measurements, which is outside the intended scope of continuous monitoring. Finally, continuous vital signs cannot be validated in between nurse observations. In the current study, HR and RR were measured continuously with both the index sensors and a reference monitor in a high-risk clinical setting.

The results of the current study confirm that the wireless devices provide similar monitoring accuracy to the wired reference standard. However, each system has specific strengths and drawbacks. Both “patch-type” sensors use electrocardiogram to derive HR, which was highly accurate. The Masimo Radius–7 uses photoplethysmography from the finger probe to derive HR, which was accurate, except during atrial fibrillation with rapid ventricular rate, where it underestimated actual ventricular rate. The bed-based EarlySense monitor estimates HR with ballistocardiography and, as a result, it also underestimated HR during atrial fibrillation. For all devices, RR was clearly the more difficult vital sign to measure. The HealthPatch sensor overestimated RR, whereas RR estimates from the SensiumVitals patch were more robust.

Although the reference standard used in the current study is part of our hospital-wide intensive care unit monitoring system, and thus clinically relevant, its thoracic impedance measurement cannot be considered a true “gold” standard for RR monitoring, and observed RR shows wide variations in patients who are moving and talking.40 An unknown part of the measurement error is therefore potentially related to deficiencies of the reference standard, rather than the wireless sensors. To account for this, we also derived the limits of agreement with mixed effects models, which adds the mean of each patient over time and the mean measurement of each measurement pair as an explanatory variable. These results showed that the limits of agreement were reduced for both HR and RR of all four sensors under test, suggesting that RR derived with the reference differs from the actual RR. Although we considered using capnography as a reference standard instead of thoracic impedance for RR, in pilot tests we found that unsupervised capnography in spontaneously breathing patients was prone to frequent sensor malposition, high amounts of data loss, and poor patient acceptance.41 Capnography as a reference standard for RR is only feasible for shorter periods of time when a research assistant is continuously present to observe and maintain correct sensor position.

We considered HR and RR to be acceptable for clinical purposes if within ±10% of the reference standard or ±5 beats/min or ±3 breaths/min. These limits may be considered “wide” during controlled conditions, but not during unsupervised monitoring of patients who were at times moving and talking. However, guidelines for acceptable limits of agreement with continuous vital signs monitoring do not yet exist. It may be clinically desirable to redefine acceptable accuracy limits depending on the value of the vital sign measured; for example, for very high RRs it is less relevant if the RR is 32 or 35 breaths/min. However, for low RRs, it is critically important to know whether a patient’s RR is 8 or 5 breaths/min.

Table 3. Clarke Error Grid Analysis to Quantify Clinical Accuracy of Heart Rate and Respiratory Rate of All Wireless Sensors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Zone A</th>
<th>Zone B</th>
<th>Zone C</th>
<th>Zone D</th>
<th>Zone E</th>
<th>Zone A + B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masimo</td>
<td>27,198 (82.3)</td>
<td>4,610 (14.0)</td>
<td>235 (0.7)</td>
<td>907 (2.7)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>31,608 (96.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EarlySense</td>
<td>22,417 (80.3)</td>
<td>4,597 (16.5)</td>
<td>302 (1.1)</td>
<td>597 (2.1)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>27,014 (96.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HealthPatch</td>
<td>14,179 (48.7)</td>
<td>8,344 (28.6)</td>
<td>5,631 (19.3)</td>
<td>453 (1.5)</td>
<td>528 (1.8)</td>
<td>22,523 (77.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SensiumVitals</td>
<td>13,003 (74.0)</td>
<td>3,314 (18.7)</td>
<td>758 (4.3)</td>
<td>384 (2.2)</td>
<td>136 (0.7)</td>
<td>16,317 (92.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory Rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masimo</td>
<td>34,645 (99.0)</td>
<td>166 (0.5)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>181 (0.5)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>34,811 (99.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EarlySense</td>
<td>29,123 (98.8)</td>
<td>206 (0.7)</td>
<td>19 (0.1)</td>
<td>122 (0.4)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>29,329 (99.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HealthPatch</td>
<td>29,576 (99.9)</td>
<td>39 (0.1)</td>
<td>4 (0.1)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>29,615 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SensiumVitals</td>
<td>16,682 (98.6)</td>
<td>139 (0.8)</td>
<td>54 (0.3)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>5 (0)</td>
<td>16,821 (99.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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When interpreting the findings of this study, some limitations should be taken into account. First, the observation time available for the analysis varied per patient. This was due to variability in length of stay and whether patient participation started before surgery or upon admission. However, given the large amount of monitored time available, we believe we can draw valid inferences regarding the reliability of the different sensors. A second limitation is our inability to assess the exact amount of data loss in the EarlySense system, because no data were available on the number and duration of bed exits, which overestimated data loss. Although the accuracy of available EarlySense HR and RR data was good, it is important to realize that during periods of mobilization, there is no indication of a patient's vital status.

Data loss was highest for RR from the SensiumVitals sensor; however, a 66% available data rate still provides much more information regarding the patient's vital status than the current frequency of nurse readings on the ward. This data loss may be a result of the "conservative" algorithm used, which strictly rejects potentially invalid RR readings in an attempt to reduce the incidence of false alarms, e.g., from motion artifacts. Moreover, more than 90% of episodes with data loss did not exceed 15 min, which means that with a 15-min moving median filter used in the current study, still two thirds of values are transmitted and brief transmission loss would not result in false alarms. Surprisingly, data loss for HR and RR data from the reference monitor was greater than 20%, possibly due to pull on electrocardiogram electrodes. In such cases, wireless HR monitoring might even outperform conventional wired systems.

We opted to use a "moving" median filter during 15-min data epochs with an update rate once every minute to eliminate HR and RR outliers resulting from patient motion. Applying such filtering, however, reduces the ability to detect sudden changes in vital signs, for example apnea or cardiac arrest. The current first generation of wearable devices is not designed to substitute for intensive care monitoring.
Wireless Monitoring of Surgical Patients

The potential benefits of continuous remote wireless patient monitoring are increasingly recognized. A recent review by Downey et al. concluded that continuous monitoring outside critical care settings is feasible and may show patient benefits in terms of improved outcomes and cost efficiency. Another review suggested that implementation of remote monitoring with automated notifications increased involvement of ward physicians, rather than increased rapid response teams activation. Nonetheless, large well-controlled studies in high-risk populations are needed to obtain evidence of the impact of remote monitoring on postoperative outcomes. Particular emphasis in future studies should be on the unintended consequences of remote monitoring, such as the risk of reduced patient contact and inappropriate consultation of end-users during the introduction of new technology.

In conclusion, the tested wearable devices accurately represented HR. RR was clearly harder to measure, but the devices were accurate enough to identify abnormal patterns in RR. None of the tested devices is designed to substitute for continuous intensive care unit–grade monitoring systems, and our data suggest they cannot be used as such. However, wireless wearable vital signs sensors could become valuable tools to reduce failure-to-rescue events within patients outside of high-care facilities.
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**Table 4. Overall Amount of Data Loss of Each Sensor, Measured as Percentage of Total Monitoring Time in Minutes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Total Data Loss, No. (%)†</th>
<th>Heart Rate</th>
<th>Respiratory Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SensiumVitals</td>
<td>2.776 (12.9)</td>
<td>7.338 (34.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HealthPatch</td>
<td>4.726 (12.3)</td>
<td>4.986 (13.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EarlySense*</td>
<td>10.939 (27.5)</td>
<td>14.999 (37.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masimo</td>
<td>2.830 (6.5)</td>
<td>5.524 (12.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference standard</td>
<td>9.232 (21.2)</td>
<td>8.891 (20.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No data available during bed exits and mobilization. †Expected data loss was not excluded (e.g., sensors that were temporarily disconnected during certain diagnostic procedures).*
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Appendix 1

**Fig. A1.** Four-quadrant plot showing the Δ heart rate values for both the reference standard and the wearable sensors. The values on the horizontal axis refer to Δ heart rate values of the reference; the vertical axis refers to the Δ heart rate values of the studied sensors.
Fig. A2. Four-quadrant plot showing the Δ respiratory rate values for both the reference standard and the wearable sensors. The values on the horizontal axis refer to Δ respiratory rate values of the reference; the vertical axis refers to the Δ respiratory rate values of the studied sensors.